SikaFast®-2590
2-COMPONENT SUPER GLUE UNIVERSAL

FOR FAST ASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE APPLICATIONS

- Quick adhesion upon joining the parts
- Hardens in a few minutes
- High gap filling abilities
- Excellent adhesion to most plastics, woods, rubbers and metals
- No shrinkage after curing
- Can be drilled, filed and painted
- High impact resistance
- Gel-like viscosity: work overhead on vertical surfaces, precise dosage
Our most current General Sales Conditions shall apply. Please consult the most current local Product Data Sheet prior to any use.

SikaFast®-2590
2-COMPONENT SUPER GLUE UNIVERSAL

BROAD RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

- Fast assembly applications
- Fill gaps and cracks
- Small and quick repairs
- Bond irregular surfaces
- Anchoring properties
- Strengthen weak or damaged parts
- Re-construct broken pieces
- Suitable for a wide variety of substrates

Fast, durable and gap-filling bonding may be achieved with SikaFast®-2590, both for manufacturing and maintenance of components such as displays, rubber gaskets, plastic handles and cover elements.

EASY HANDLING

- Precise and uniform application
- Accurate mixing ratio
- 7 static mixers included for multiple use of SikaFast®-2590
- Easy application – No special dispensing gun needed

Fast, durable and gap-filling bonding may be achieved with SikaFast®-2590, both for manufacturing and maintenance of components such as displays, rubber gaskets, plastic handles and cover elements.